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1.0

Introduction

Riley Consultants Ltd (RILEY) has been engaged by Te Tai Tokerau Water Trust (TTWT) to
prepare a draft erosion and sediment control management plan (draft-ESCMP) for the proposed
Otawere Water Storage Reservoir (WSR)1. The proposed reservoir is located on the north side
of Te Ahu Ahu Road, 3.5km east of Waimate North (refer RILEY Dwg: 210038-160 included in
Appendix B).
This work has been undertaken in accordance with our Offer of Service letter (OOS) to TTWT
for geotechnical and engineering design inputs to the project (RILEY Ref: 200249-OTA-A,
dated 20 January 2021 2).
This draft-ESCMP is intended to support the application for resource consent, under the
COVID-19 Recovery Act 2020. As this plan has been produced while the design solutions
and their details are being progressed, this is considered a draft document outlining the
philosophy and intention of construction. However, in some instances final mitigation actions
or management plans have not been confirmed. Examples of such issues include, but are not
limited to, remediation of slope instability in the dam abutments and reservoir, settlement of
foundation material, temporary diversion of the stream for construction, and borrow and
disposal areas. In situations where potential engineering issues or solutions are not well
constrained at the current design phase, an indication of solutions, timeframes and structure
will be outlined herein.
This draft-ESCMP is to read in conjunction with the following RILEY documents and drawings:
•

Draft Construction Environmental Management Plan (draft-CEMP)
(RILEY Ref: 210038-OTA-G, v1.0, dated 22 November 2021).

•

Draft Construction Emergency Action Plan (draft-CEAP) (RILEY Ref: 210038-OTA-C,
v1.0, dated 22 November 2021).

•

Draft Construction Management and Erosion and Sediment Control drawing set (RILEY
Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169 Rev. 1, included in Appendix B of both this draft-ESCMP).

1.1

Relevant Guidelines

All erosion and sediment control structures will be in general accordance with:
•

Erosion and Sediment Control Guide for Land Disturbing Activities in the Auckland
Region, June 2016, Guideline Document 2016/005 (GD05). This document has been
adopted by the Northland Regional Council for the region.

The Otawere WSR has previously been referred to as MN-02.
The OOS letter was included in Appendix A of the Conditions of Contract for Consultancy Services agreement issued on the
11 March 2021.

1

2
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1.2

Draft-ESCMP Philosophy

The draft-ESCMP is summarised in the following text and illustrated and described on
RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169, included in Appendix B. The key philosophy/aims of the
plan are:
•

Establish erosion and sediment control (ESC) measures at the start of the works, e.g.,
stormwater diversion measures to reduce the stormwater flows entering areas
disturbed by the treatment earthworks, and silt fences to intercept (control) sediment
as it leaves the disturbed areas.

•

Regularly inspect, maintain, and adjust the ESC measures.

•

Undertake works in a staged manner, being aware of the weather forecast, and plan
the works to limit the exposed area open at any time.

•

The preferred contractor shall develop and confirm their own final-ESCMP and submit
this to the engineer, and relevant authority (if necessary) for review and comment
within the relevant timeframes mobilising to site.

The draft-ESCMP details the application of industry standard practices and procedures that
could be adopted during construction of the Otawere WSR to mitigate the effects of earthworks
on the surrounding environment. We anticipate that the final-ESCMP will be developed by the
preferred Contractor. The final-ESCMP will develop upon this draft-ESCMP. Although details
in the final-ESCMP may vary from this draft-ESCMP it will still be in accordance with the
overarching philosophy and relevant guidelines (above).
We recommend that any associated resource consent clause relevant to the final-ESCMP,
provide both the necessary checks and balances to minimise the impacts of the proposed
works on the environment, and the ability for the contractor to develop their final-ESCMP.

1.3

Abbreviations Used in This Report

ESC

Erosion and Sediment Control

Dwg(s)
NZSOLD

Drawing(s)
New Zealand Society of Large Dams – Dam Safety Guidelines

2.0

Project and Site Description

The project comprises the construction of a water storage reservoir, which will be used for
local irrigation (refer RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169 included in Appendix B).
The Otawere WSR will principally consist of:
•

Two earth embankment dams (Main and Saddle dams with crests at 89.5mRL, and
approximately 15m and 10m high).

•

A four million cubic metre reservoir, filled primarily from winter flood-harvested flows
from nearby catchments, at full supply level (FSL) of 88mRL.

The reservoir will be primarily filled by pumping from winter flood-harvested from selected nearby
catchments. It is noted that the Main dam intersects a relatively minor stream and will require
diversion works during construction to maintain the baseline flows and deal with flood flows.
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The proposed reservoir location and arrangement is indicated in RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160
to -162. Key geomorphic features of the local area are:
•

The site is in a broad alluvial plain at the head of an unnamed tributary of the
Waitangi River.

•

The site is bound to the west and north-west by rolling hills up to approximately
125m elevation, and moderately inclined hillslope on the east side up to approximately
170m elevation. There are several relatively narrow gullies incised into the hillslopes
along the east side of the reservoir basin. Gullies are wider and longer in the western
side of the site.

•

The reservoir footprint and rim-area is predominantly pastured with isolated boggy
areas in the valley floor, local exotic trees (singular and small stands), and variable
height native vegetation (mainly on the east reservoir hillslopes).

Engineered fill for the undercut and dams will be site-won from specific borrow areas
(refer RILEY Dwg: 200038-162). The location and details of the borrow areas currently
indicated on the drawing are subject to change as detailed investigations and design of the
dams and slope stability works progresses.
The location of the proposed earthworks areas are shown on RILEY Dwg: 210038-162. Borrow
and disposal areas have been also identified and presented on RILEY Dwg: 210038-162.

3.0

Relevant Erosion and Sediment Control Practice

This section outlines the type of ESC practices that are likely to be constructed or installed by
the contractor during construction. The indicative locations of these devices are shown on
RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169. Complete design of the ESC structures will be completed
when the design moves from preliminary to detailed. Table 1 explains the ESC practices and
gives an overview of the purpose. Appendix A provides further details on the ESC devices
and device requirements for design in accordance with GD05.
Table 1: Relevant Erosion and Sediment Control Devices and Practices
Device
Stabilised Construction
Entrance Ways
Silt and Super Silt Fences

Purpose
•
•
•

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

•

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

•
•

Sediment Retention Ponds

•
Earth Bund Decants

22 November 2021
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Provide a defined and controlled entry and exit points for
construction vehicles.
Prevent sediments tracking onto public or private roads.
Detain runoff flows so that deposition of sediment can occur
through settlement.
Intercepts and conveys runoff from disturbed areas to appropriate
treatment devices like sediment retention ponds and earth bund
decants.
Intercepts and convey runoff that has not entered disturbed areas
(clean water) to stable outlets.
A pond to detain runoff flows so that deposition of transported
sediment can occur through settlement before being discharged
back to natural watercourses. They also attenuate flows, thereby
reducing downstream channel erosion effects. Sediment
retention ponds will typically be used for larger contributing
catchments.
A pond to detain runoff flows so that deposition of transported
sediment can occur through settlement before being discharged
back to natural watercourses. Earth bund decants will typically be
used for smaller contributing catchments.
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Device

Purpose

Turkey’s Nest for Dewatering
Chemical Treatment
Topsoiling and Re-grassing

4.0

•
•
•

A large bin that is used for filtering sediment laden water which is
pumped from an excavation. This will treat water seeping into the
excavation from the ground.
Used to improve the settlement efficiency of sediments in
treatment devices (sediment retention ponds and earth bund
decants) by coagulation.
Grassing helps to protect exposed soils from erosion by binding
soil particles together and reducing runoff velocities.

Construction Activities

Construction of the Main and Saddle dams is expected to be undertaken over two (summer)
earthworks seasons. Originally intended to be 2021/2022 and 2022/2023, however, is likely
to be over the 2022/2023 and 2023/2024 earthworks season (subject to the project receiving
the appropriate resource and building consents etc). At the end of each earthworks season,
appropriate erosion and sediment control measures and maintenance plan(s) will be
established for the forthcoming winter season (e.g., sealing exposed areas, and periodic
inspection and maintenance of ESC works by staff).
However, the exact programme details will be confirmed following engagement of a preferred
Contractor. Commencement of works shall be subject to written agreement, at least two
weeks prior to the work, from the Northland Regional Council Responsible Officer. The
sections below describe preliminary stages that will be undertaken for the construction of the
Otawere WSR site.
General construction stages/sequences are outlined in the Section 2.1 of the draft-CEMP
(RILEY Ref: 210038-OTA-G).
For the purposes of the draft-ESCMP, the works has been differentiated into six
areas/components, including:
a) Main dam embankment.
b) Saddle dam embankment.
c) Borrow area(s).
d) Spillway.
e) Disposal area (surplus and/or unsuitable fill).
f)

Reservoir slope stabilisation works.

The approximate preliminary earthworks volumes for each construction activity are indicated in
Table 2. These volumes will be confirmed during detailed design.
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Table 2: Approximate Earthworks Volumes Associated with Each Construction Activity
Approximate Earthworks
Volume – Cut
(m3)

Approximate Earthworks
Volume – Fill
(m3)

Main Dam Embankment

235,000 (incl. topsoil)

348,000 (excl. topsoil)

Saddle Dam
Embankment

127,000 (incl. topsoil)

179,000 (excl. topsoil)

Borrow Areas

610,000a

-

-

362,000b

Confirmed during detailed design

Confirmed during detailed design

Construction Activity

Disposal Areas
Slope Stabilisation Works

Borrow area volumes were calculated using total fill volumes with a 15% bulking/wastage factor.
The disposal volumes are the sum of the main and saddle dam cuts. No bulking/wastage factors applied to the disposal volumes.

a
b

The following sub-sections give an overview of the likely required ESC devices associated
with construction activities in each distinct area described above. The draft-ESCMP for the
temporary construction areas (set down area, construction compound will also be indicated).
More details of the construction methodology and works in each of the above areas is provided
in RILEY draft-CEMP (Ref: 210038-OTA-G).

4.1

Temporary Construction Areas

Temporary construction areas are inclusive of access roads and the construction set down
area. The locations and extents are indicated on RILEY Dwg: 210038-162.
4.1.1

Access Roads

It is envisaged that the site will be accessed by the existing farm access road, south of the Main
dam off Te Ahu Ahu Road. Access between the various works sites (dam and disposal/borrow
areas) will be via existing farm tracks and newly constructed site access roads. An alignment of
access roads can be seen on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169. Table 3 outlines the relevant
ESC control practices that will be used for access roads.
Table 3: Likely ESC Practices for Construction Access Roads
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Stabilised site entrance ways

Main site entrance and at various points around the site where
construction roads meet public or private roads.

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Follow the access roads to collect dirty water and direct them to
appropriate treatment devices.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Divert clean water away from access roads.

Earth bund decants

Utilised for treating dirty water runoff from access roads.

Where proposed access roads intercept natural streams or clean water diversions, a culvert
will be installed to ensure there is limited vehicle disturbance.
4.1.2

Set Down Areas and Construction Compound

The construction set down area and compound are shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
This location was chosen for its proximity to the site’s main entrance way and near the main dam
construction area, reducing heavy vehicle travel distance. Table 4 outlines the relevant ESC
control practices that will be considered for the set down area and construction compound.

22 November 2021
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Table 4: Likely ESC Practices for the Construction Set Down Area and Construction Compound
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to 169)

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Built surrounding the set down area and construction compound to
collect dirty water runoff and direct it to appropriate treatment devices.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Built surrounding the set down area and construction compound to
divert clean water runoff back to natural watercourses.

4.2

Main Dam

As an overview, the Main dam construction will involve the following steps:
1. Construction of temporary stream diversions inclusive of temporary cofferdams to
create a dry working environment.
2. Bulk earthworks for preparation of the main dam foundations.
3. The construction of the low-level emergency outlet conduit through the main dam
embankment, the upstream intake structure and downstream energy dissipation
structure.
4. Main dam embankment filling and compaction until design levels are achieved.
The Main dam construction area has an earthworks disturbance area of approximately 4ha.
The draft-ESCMP for the construction
RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
4.2.1

of

the

Main

dam

can

be

seen

on

Temporary Diversions and Cofferdam Construction

Prior to any construction, natural watercourses that currently flow into or near the Main dam
construction area will be diverted to limit sedimentation disturbance to the watercourse. This
will also ensure a dry working environment is established during the construction timeframe.
It is envisaged that earth embankment cofferdams will be utilised to dam clean water, which
will then be diverted via channels or pipes.
Clean water runoff occurring into the reservoir catchment currently flows toward the main dam
and out of the construction area to the south-east. The stage one diversion of the stream will
be diverted through a channel toward the main dam left abutment. Once the main dam conduit
is constructed, it may be utilised as the stage two diversion. This staged approach to clean
water diversions at the Main dam is outlined in more detail in draft-CEMP
(RILEY Ref: 210038-OTA-G).
4.2.2

Main Dam Foundation Preparation Works

This stage involves removing the unsuitable materials from the Main dam foundation area.
Topsoil stripping to stockpile will initially occur. Unsuitable material will be carted via access
tracks and disposed of in the disposal area as shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
We note that this will occur within the original (now dry) watercourse and will be staged to not
interfere with the now diverted mainstream. However, it is possible that dewatering via pumping
of the excavation will likely be required constantly during this construction stage.
Table 5 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be considered during this
construction stage.
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Table 5: Likely ESC Practices Utilised During Main Dam Foundation Preparation Works
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the excavation where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively. Established around topsoil stockpile areas.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the excavation.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Downstream of the main dam construction area for treatment of
dirty water runoff into the excavation.

Turkey’s Nest for Dewatering

Positioned downstream of the excavation for treatment of possible
constant groundwater seepage prior to discharge to the main
watercourse.

4.2.3

Low Level Emergency Outlet Construction

The construction of this conduit will involve the installation of a concrete plinth to achieve
conduit invert levels followed by the placement of the conduit upon the plinth. All construction
activities will be situated within the Main dam foundation preparation area. ESC practices
outlined in Section 4.2.2 apply for this construction stage.
4.2.4

Main Dam Embankment Construction

Upon completion of the conduit, the Main dam foundation will be backfilled with material carted
from the borrow sites. The bulk earthworks will continue above original ground level until the
dam is built into its final form. Table 6 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be
considered during this construction stage.
Table 6: Likely ESC Practices Utilised During the Main Dam Embankment Construction
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to 169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the embankment where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the embankment construction area.

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Surrounding the embankment construction area once the
construction of the main dam gets above ground level.

Earth Bund Decants

For treatment of dirty water runoff once the construction gets above
ground level and prior to discharge.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Near the main dam embankment construction area for treatment of
dirty water runoff.

Topsoiling and Re-grassing.

All disturbed surfaces upon completion of construction.

4.3

Saddle Dam

As an overview, the Saddle dam construction will involve the following steps:
1. Bulk earthworks for preparation of the Saddle dam foundations.
2. Saddle dam embankment filling and compaction until design levels are achieved.
3. Construction of spillway.
The Saddle dam construction area, inclusive of the spillway, has an earthworks disturbance
area of approximately 5ha. The draft-ESCMP for the construction of the Saddle dam is shown
on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
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4.3.1

Saddle Dam Foundation Preparation Works

This stage involves removing the unsuitable materials from the Saddle dam foundation area.
Topsoil stripping to stockpile will initially occur. Unsuitable material will be carted via access
tracks and disposed of in the disposal area as shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
It is inferred that dewatering via pumping of the excavation will likely be required during this
construction stage. Table 7 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be considered
during this construction stage.
Table 7: Likely ESC Practices Utilised During Saddle Dam Foundation Preparation Works
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the excavation where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively. Established around topsoil stockpile areas.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the excavation.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Downstream of the saddle dam construction area for treatment of
water during dewatering and dirty water runoff into the excavation.

4.3.2

Saddle Dam Embankment Construction

The Saddle dam foundation will be backfilled with material carted from borrow sites. The bulk
earthworks will continue above original ground level until the dam is built into its final form.
Table 8 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be considered during this
construction stage.
Table 8: Likely ESC Practices Utilised During the Saddle Dam Embankment Construction
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the embankment where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the embankment construction area.

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Surrounding the embankment construction area once the
construction gets above ground level.

Earth Bund Decants

For treatment of dirty water runoff once the construction gets above
ground level and prior to discharge.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Near the dam embankment construction area for treatment of dirty
water runoff.

Topsoiling and Re-grassing.

All disturbed surfaces upon completion of construction.

4.3.3

Construction of the Spillway

The construction of the spillway located north-east of the Saddle dam, will occur
simultaneously with the construction of the Saddle dam embankment. Prior to any earthworks
or diversion bunds, silt and super silt fences will be established around the perimeter.
Diversion bunds will be installed to divert clean water to watercourses. The preferred spillway
control structure is a low height narrow-crested concrete weir, approximately 35m wide
(i.e. perpendicular to the spillway flow direction).

22 November 2021
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4.4

Borrow Areas

Refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169 for details and location of the proposed borrow
areas. There are six borrow areas indicated for the construction of the Main and Saddle dam
embankments. Each borrow site has the following approximate disturbance areas:
•

Borrow Area 1 – 2.0ha

•

Borrow Area 2 – 4.0ha

•

Borrow Area 3 – 5.2ha

•

Borrow Area 4 – 2.0ha

•

Borrow Area 5 – 5.5ha

•

Borrow Area 6 – 2.5ha

Table 9 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be considered at borrow sites.
Table 9: Likely ESC Practices Utilised for Borrow Sites
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the borrow site where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the borrow sites. Diversion of overland
flows away from borrow sites is critical to ensure flooding does not
occur in these areas.

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

On the downslope side of the borrow sites.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Near the borrow site for treatment of dirty water runoff.

Topsoiling and Re-grassing.

All disturbed surfaces upon completion of borrow material removal.

4.5

Disposal Areas

Refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169 for details and location of the proposed disposal
area. Five disposal areas are proposed for construction. Disposal areas have the following
approximate disturbance areas:
•

Disposal Area 1 – 2.1ha

•

Disposal Area 2 – 2.5ha

•

Disposal Area 3 – 1.2ha

•

Disposal Area 4 – 2.0ha (infill of Borrow Area 1)

•

Disposal Area 5 – 4.0ha (infill of Borrow Area 2)

Table 10 outlines the relevant ESC control practices that will be considered at disposal sites.
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Table 10: Likely ESC Practices Utilised for Disposal Sites
Practice

Location (Also refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169)

Silt and Super Silt Fences

Around the disposal site where a diversion bund or channel cannot
be utilised effectively.

Clean Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

Upslope of and surrounding the disposal sites.

Dirty Water Diversion
Bunds/Channels

On the downslope side of the disposal sites.

Sediment Retention Ponds

Near the disposal site for treatment of dirty water runoff.

Topsoiling and Re-grassing.

In stages as the disposal area is created. All disturbed surfaces will
be topsoiled and re-grassed.

4.6

Slope Stabilisation Works

Refer to RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169 for details and location of potential slope
stabilisation works. Slope stabilisation works is envisaged to include buttressing and
dewatering systems. However, the details and location and extent of stabilisation works is
subject to confirmation during detailed design. It is envisaged that silt and super silt fences
will be used and perimeter controls to the excavation.

5.0

Management and Maintenance

Regular maintenance and assessment will be carried out during the operational life of the
erosion and sediment control devices by the contractor. Inspections will be carried out by the
contractor after every significant rainfall event and during periods of prolonged rainfall to check
for scour and signs of possible breaches. Damaged devices will be repaired immediately.
Accumulated sediment will be removed throughout construction to ensure the design capacity
of the devices is maintained. Devices will be maintained until the construction areas are
secure and stabilised.
In addition, the engineer will audit the performance of the silt control measures on a regular
basis. If necessary, the engineer will direct the installation of further devices.
The measures employed in the event of an accidental sediment runoff entering the stream, or
exiting the site are as follows:
•

Cease earthworks carried out in the contributing catchment area.

•

Notify the engineer of the event.

•

Notify the NRC Responsible Officer.

•

Repair existing sediment control devices and/or construct secondary devices at the
direction of the engineer to intercept and prevent further migration of sediment laden
runoff from entering the downstream system.

•

The contractor will provide details of the mitigation measures employed to the engineer
prior to recommencing earthworks.

When dewatering excavations, no sediment laden water will be discharged directly into a
watercourse. Any sediment laden discharge pumped or otherwise, will be disposed of via
suitable sediment treatment devices.
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6.0

Dust Control

The contractor will inspect the site boundaries when weather conditions are dry and windy in
order to monitor the levels of dust emission from the site. If there are signs of unacceptable levels
of dust emission, the contractor will carry out suitable measures to reduce dust generation.
Measures to be undertaken by the contractor to avoid dust nuisance to neighbouring
properties are as follows:
•

Maintain the exposed earthworks area in a damp condition utilising water trucks as
necessary, until surfaces have been stabilised.

•

Limit site traffic speed to reduce the production of dust.

•

Stage earthworks in order to isolate and reduce the area of exposed earthworks.

•

Maintain stabilised entrance at the entry/exit points of the site.

•

If necessary, limit earthwork activities in specific areas during periods of high wind.

7.0

Water Quality Monitoring

The water quality, within the stream flowing through the Main Dam footprint (unnamed tributary
of the Waitangi River) and downstream of the Saddle Dam, will be monitored throughout the
construction period. Daily visual observations will be made by the site engineer at a location
approximately 100m downstream of each dam. Photographs of the stream flow will also be
taken. Observations will be recorded in an electronic diary format and will be available for
review by the consenting authority.
If sediment plumes are noted within the stream, testing of the water will be undertaken by the
consent holder, for suspended solids. Testing will also be undertaken upstream of the
earthworks area, at an upstream water quality monitoring site. The consenting authority will
be contacted if sediment plumes persist for more than 48 hours.
In the event that an increase in suspended solids concentration by more than 100 grams per
cubic metre occurs above the upstream baseline reading, the NRC Monitoring Manager will
be notified immediately. The following procedures will then be undertaken:
•

The erosion and sediment control devices will be examined to check for any
malfunctioning of the devices.

•

The extent, size and number of devices will be reviewed to ensure adequate controls
are in place.

•

Further devices will be installed if necessary.

All parties involved with the construction (Contractor, Engineer, and Consent Holder) will be
proactive in ensuring that sediment loss to the stream is minimised.
Some work will be required within the stream bed to form the diversion bunds and some sediment
loss can be expected at this time. This work will only be undertaken during a low flow period.
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8.0

High-intensity Rainfall Events and Flooding

During high-intensity rainfall events, there is an increased likelihood of sediment loss to
watercourses or neighbouring properties. Therefore, additional monitoring is required by the
contractor to ensure the measures are adequate during the rainfall. Emergency repairs to
devices may be required. If weather forecasts allow temporary measures such as additional
bunds will be installed.

9.0

Revegetation and Stabilising

Vegetation disturbance will be kept to the minimum necessary to establish access and
undertake the construction works. The site will be stabilised against erosion as soon as
practicable and in a progressive manner as earthworks are finished.
Stabilisation will consist of topsoiling and sowing grass seed on downstream batters and the
spillway. Where required, mulching will also be undertaken. Rock will be used on the
upstream face of the dam, and other locations such as the spillways and other hydraulic
outlets. The dam crest will be stabilised with imported hardfill.

10.0

Contact Details

Contact details will be provided to the NRC Monitoring Manager at the pre-construction
meeting for the contractor and the engineer. The contractor will be responsible for monitoring
and maintenance of the erosion and sediment control measures. The contractor will ensure
site staff are aware of the requirements of this draft-ESCMP and the relevant resource consent
conditions prior to the works commencing.
The engineer will check compliance with this draft-ESCMP, and the resource consent
conditions.
The contractor will nominate an appropriately qualified and experienced person to be responsible
for the control of sediment and dust in the course of earthworks construction on the site. The
contractor will nominate a point of contact for receipt of complaints. The contractor will erect a
sign at the entrance with their 24-hour contact details for the purpose of responding to complaints.
A typical procedure for responding to a complaint is as follows:
•

The contractor’s nominated representative will contact the engineer and provide details
for the cause of the complaint. The contractor will also provide options to rectify the
cause of the complaint.

•

The contractor/engineer will liaise with the complainant to discuss the mitigation
options, if applicable.

•

The contractor will carry out the remedial measures following approval from the
engineer.

11.0

Limitation

This draft erosion and sediment control management plan has been prepared solely for the
benefit of Te Tai Tokerau Water Trust as our client with respect to the brief
(RILEY Ref: 200249-OTA-A, dated 20 January 2021), and for regulatory authorities as part of
the resource consent process. The reliance by other parties on the information or opinions
contained in this draft erosion and sediment control management plan shall, without our prior
review and agreement in writing, be at such parties’ sole risk.
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APPENDIX A
Erosion and Sediment
Control Devices

Appendix A – Erosion and Sediment Control Devices
Stabilised Construction Entrance
The specification outlined in Table 9 and Figure 39 of GD05 ESC Guidelines will be used in
the design of stabilised entrance ways.
It is inferred that ongoing maintenance of the stabilised entrance ways and tracks may be
required during earthworks.

Silt and Super Silt Fences
The specific design of Silt Fences shall follow the guidance outline in GD05 ESC Guidelines
Section F1.4
Silt and Super Silt fences will be used at various locations and times during construction.
Silt fences may also be installed around the perimeter of temporary topsoil stockpile areas.
RILEY Dwg: 210038-169 shows typical silt fence design details. The locations or silt fences are
unclear currently and are subject to change as progression towards detailed design occurs.

Dirty Water Diversion Bunds and Channels
The dirty water diversion channels shall be designed in accordance with Section E2.2 in the
GD05 ESC Guidelines.
Dirty water diversion bunds will be designed for the 5% AEP rainfall storm event, with 300mm
freeboard. Where the gradients of channels exceed 3%, the channels shall be lined with either
rocks or geotextile fabric to prevent erosion of the underlying soils. A typical cross section for
dirty water diversion bunds and channels are shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169. The
locations of dirty water diversion bunds are shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169.
However, these locations are subject to change as progression towards detailed design occurs.

Clean Water Diversion Bunds and Channels
The bunds shall be designed in accordance with Section E2.1 of the GD05 ESC Guidelines.
The channels shall be designed for the 5% AEP event with 300mm freeboard. Where the
gradients of channels exceed 3%, the channels should be lined with either rocks or geotextile
fabric to prevent erosion of the underlying soils. A typical cross section for clean water
diversion bunds and channels are shown on RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169. The locations
of dirty water diversion bunds can be seen in RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to 169. However,
these locations are subject to change as progression towards detailed design occurs.

Sediment Retention Ponds
Sediment retention ponds shall be designed in accordance with Section F1.1 of the GD05 ESC
Guidelines.
Sediment retention ponds will be used around the Main and Saddle Dam sites to capture dirty
water runoff from disturbed areas. The minimum capacity of the ponds will be 300m3 for each
hectare of contributing catchment (3% of the contributing catchment) where an additional 10%
of this volume is used as a sediment forebay. The maximum contributing catchment shall be
limited to 5ha.
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The inferred layout of the sediment retention ponds during construction are shown on
RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to 169. However, these locations are subject to change as
progression towards detailed design occurs.

Earth Decant Structures
Earth decant structures shall be designed in accordance with Section F1.2 of the GD05 ESC
Guidelines.
Earth decant structures will be designed to accommodate a minimum volume of approximately
2% of the disturbed catchment. Decanting Earth Bunds will be used where the catchment
area is too small for a sediment retention pond, generally less than 3ha.
The inferred layout of the decanting earth bunds during construction are shown on
RILEY Dwgs: 210038-160 to -169. However, these locations are subject to change as
progression towards detailed design occurs.

Chemical Treatment
Section F2.0 of the GD05 ESC Guidelines outline the requirements for chemical treatment for
ESC purposes.
It is envisaged that chemical treatment of the dirty water runoff will be required due to the
presence of finely grained soils. The extent at which chemical dosing is required will be
determined by a “bench test” outlined in Section 5.7.1 of this report.
The chemical treatment is likely to involve each sediment pond and earth bund decant
requiring a rain activated chemical flocculation system. This will further reduce the quantity of
sediment potentially discharged from the site downstream.
Chemical treatment of the runoff is proposed to enhance the effectiveness of the sediment
ponds and sediment control measures on-site. The chemical liquid coagulant will be added
to the incoming flows to the sediment retention pond and decanting bunds via rainfall-activated
systems. The coagulant neutralises the electrical forces between the sediment particles, thus
accelerating coagulation and rate of sedimentation within a sediment retention pond.
The rainfall activated chemical systems and layout will be designed and constructed in
accordance with GD05. An indicative design, operation, and maintenance of the proposed
systems are described in the following sections of this report.
Assessment of Dosing Rates
A common chemical coagulate used for the rainfall activated treatment system is
Poly Aluminium Chloride (PAC). The dosing rate required to achieve effective coagulation
and settlement of suspended solids within the sediment laden runoff generated from the
exposed earthwork area varies for different soil types. The PAC dose generally required to
achieve effective coagulation and settlement of the sediment laden runoff will vary between
65ml to 125ml (equivalent to 4mg/L to 8mg/L of aluminium) per cubic metre of stormwater.
In our experience 6mg/L is a typical dosing rate, however, bench test flocculation trials shall
be undertaken on soil samples collected from the site to determine the soil reactivity to
chemical treatment. The bench testing will consist of the following:
•

Obtain several 1L sediment laden water samples from the site. If not available, soils
from the site will be mixed with stormwater to obtain samples.
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•

Introduce progressively, doses to the samples with different quantities of PAC to
determine the optimum dose rate. The optimum dose rate is assessed when between
50mm to 100mm clarity is obtained (allow two hours for final settling).

•

Test the selected samples to ensure the pH is above 5.5.

The outcomes of the bench testing will be included with the final Chemical Treatment
Management Plan, to be prepared by the contractor prior to commencement of earthworks.
General Treatment System Details
A traditional chemical treatment system will include a rainfall catchment tray, header tank,
displacement tank, and reservoir tank, as detailed in Figure 1. However, other proprietary
devices may also be suitable as an alternative.
Figure 1: Typical Rainfall Driven Dosing System

The purpose and the design requirements for each of the components of a traditional chemical
treatment system are as follows:
Catchment Tray
The catchment tray is specifically designed to collect rainfall and drain to the header tank.
The catchment tray will be sized based on the catchment area contributing to the sediment
retention pond and decanting earth bunds and the chemical dose required to achieve effective
removal of suspended solids. It will be assumed 100% of the runoff generated from the
catchment area contributing to the devices require treatment at the designed dose rate.
Header Tank
The header tank will provide storage capacity to avoid dosing during initial rainfall following a
dry period, and attenuate dosing at the beginning and end of a rainstorm to simulate the runoff
hydrograph. The design of the header tank will include the following:
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•

Header tank drainpipe at the base of the tank. This will enable the lowering of the
water level prior to the next rainfall event to provide pre-dose rainfall allowance and
delay the start of dosing under dry conditions.

•

Low and high-rate outlets. The low and high-rate outlets will consist of a 3mm and
10mm internal diameter hose, respectively. The high-rate outlet will provide sufficient
capacity to convey the maximum predicted flow from the catchment tray for a
short-term rainfall (up to 40mm/hour).

•

Sufficient capacity in the header tank for up to 12mm of rainfall before dosing
commences. This will provide for a delayed start volume between the lowest outlet
pipe and low-rate outlet of the header tank (12L/m² of rainfall catchment tray).

•

The high-rate outlet invert is positioned at the level where the volume between the
low-rate outlet and the high-rate outlet is equal to volume assessed from 12L/m² of
rainfall catchment tray.

•

50mm of freeboard above the top of the high-rate outlet pipe.

Displacement Tank
The displacement tank will be placed within the reservoir tank that stores the chemical
coagulant. As water fills the displacement tank from the header tank, coagulant will be
displaced through an outlet in the reservoir tank to the dosing point. The design of the
displacement tank will include the following:
•

Tank dimensions to ensure a neat fit within the chemical reservoir tank. This will
optimise the proportion of stored chemical available for dosing.

•

Minimum capacity within the displacement tank for the 50% AEP 24-hour storm event.

Reservoir Tank
The reservoir tank will store and release the chemical coagulant during rainfall events. The
design of the reservoir tank will include the following:
•

Reservoir tank will be slightly larger than the displacement tank, but of similar height.

•

Minimum capacity of reservoir tank will be sufficient to provide dosing for the runoff
from the 50% AEP 24-hour storm event.

•

Outlet hose (20mm internal diameter) in the side of the tank to enable drainage of
coagulant to the forebay of the sediment retention pond.

The dosing point from the chemical treatment system will be located near the forebay inlet for
the sediment retention ponds. This will ensure the coagulant is sufficiently mixed by turbulent
flows into the sediment retention pond.
The indicative dimension of a shed roof area to incorporate the chemical treatment system will
be approximately 5.61m2. The sheds will be located to ensure easy operation and access for
maintenance. In addition, containment bunds will be formed around the shed to contain
chemicals in a spillage event.
Bench testing shall be regularly carried out by the contractor to ensure the design suits the
site characteristics and runoff. Where the pH of the stormwater discharge falls below 5.5,
chemical treatment will cease.
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